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Euphrates, 2020, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 60 � 119.5 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Gagosian Gallery. Photo by Tom Powel. 

 

The invitation from BOMB Magazine came out of the blue. Their editor Benjamin Samuel wanted me—a garden-

variety historian—to interview the painter Walton Ford. I had never heard of Walton or his work, and the notion of 

going into a virtual room with a complete stranger from a vastly different field for a free-flowing exchange struck me 

as suspicious or even potentially disastrous. I feared lack of connection and awkward silences. Benjamin reassured 

me that the interview would be conversational in nature; he told me that Walton had read A Land So Strange, my 

book about the last four survivors of a disastrous Spanish expedition to Florida in the 1520s, and that our respective 

works shared themes about the natural world and colonialism. In hindsight, I should never have hesitated. It was 

hugely encouraging to learn that painters and historians have similar obsessions, fears, and hopes, and that working 

with colors and canvas to explore the human condition is not terribly different from examining old letters and books 

and trying to make sense of it all over a word processor. 

—Andrés Reséndez 

Andrés Reséndez 

As the son of a marine biologist and as a historian, I am blown away by the anatomical precision of the animals in 

your work. How do you go about finding your subject—does the history come first or the image? 

Walton Ford 

Usually, the history and reading come first. I get interested in a particular region or animal. For example, I decided to 

make a show in Los Angeles about California, so I started to research different animals there. I had books about the 
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California grizzly bear, which was hunted during the Spanish colonial era and is now extinct. So, I’m reading all this 

Spanish colonial literature—things about the missions, things about the trade in leather hides—and finding out all 

this stuff surrounding the grizzlies. 

One of the paintings for the California show is called La Madre (2017). It shows a female California grizzly coming out 

of a cave; she’s a sow protecting her young, very dangerous. She’s King Kong-sized, in my mind the sort of baleful, 

ghostly spirit of all the slaughtered grizzlies. In the background of the painting is a mission with smoke, and you see 

a group of caballeros on horseback, chasing and roping younger grizzlies, which I found out was a sport in colonial 

California. It’s insane to think they considered that a fun thing to do in your off time. My giant Madre bear has 

tattered ropes all over her, like Moby Dick. She’s been roped many times but never captured, never subdued. Her 

spirit is undaunted. These are sort of fantastic metaphors that come out of concrete history. I read primary sources 

when possible. And then I come up with something that is not contained in the primary source, something that 

comes out of a hypnogogic dream place. And that is the image. At least that’s the goal. 

AR 

I imagined that. 

There were many grizzlies in early California because the local Spanish population raised cattle for the tallow and 

often dumped the carcasses, driving a boom in the bear population. 

You seem to have a great delight in words. The quotes or passages that appear in your paintings, and the situations 

you choose, I find very engaging. I mean, there’s a lot of boring history out there, but you seem to be able to pick the 

really exciting, interesting, curious, or bizarre morsels. How do you do that? 

WF 

I do believe that I take a more literary approach to making art than many other artists do. While I was at the Rhode 

Island School of Design, I also made friends up at Brown. One of my closest friends there was Jeff Eugenides. He 

would suggest books for me to read and tell me what he was excited about. When I was a kid, comic books were a 

big influence, and so were movies. I initially studied film at RISD because I wanted to tell stories. I turned out to be an 

untalented film student, so I continued to paint instead. 

The juicy bits that I find in history, I think are simply because of my subject, which is how humans interact with non-

domestic animals, how animals live in the human imagination, how humans use animals as metaphors for their own 

insecurities. 
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Killy, 2019, six-plate aquatint etching with dry point, hard ground, spit bite, 29.5 � 22.5 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Kasmin Gallery. Photo by Wingate Studio. 

 
AR 

Plants and animals have long been protagonists in human affairs. They determine how fast human populations 

expand and where we choose to live; overhunting and overfishing them can lead to economic booms and busts. And 

we become infatuated with some of them. 

 

WF 

I did an entire show about Barbary lions, which are the most magnificent lions; they lived in what is now Morocco. 

With their gigantic manes and huge bellies of hair, they became our archetypical lion from the Roman era on. 

European peoples obsessively stalked this lion from the moment they laid eyes on it. In the Roman amphitheaters, 

gladiators and prisoners fought with these lions. We made the lion into a symbol of nobility and might, like in 

medieval heraldry. We never quit using the lion—to their great detriment. The Barbary lion is now extinct in the wild 

and has only a little bit of genetic material lingering here and there. 

 

AR 

Now that you’ve talked about the historical aspect, let me go to the biological and environmental parts of your work. 

I relate very much to your paintings because my own father was an ichthyologist—a specialist on fish. He would 

catch the fish, put them under the microscope, count the scales in order to identify the species, and then he would 

have an artist illustrate them to accompany his scientific articles. Your work, for me, is very reminiscent of that type 
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of illustration. I imagine that, growing up, you might have had a similar experience, concerned with the natural 

world. 

 

WF 

Yeah, but it was not so scientific. My father was an avid trout fisherman. One of the reliable ways to get positive 

attention from my sometimes-difficult father was to draw brook trout for him. You know, the sort of ducks over a 

marsh type of picture. (laughter) This kind of sportsman art that I grew up with later mixed with the taxonomic type 

of drawings that you’re talking about. My family valued the elegant sportsman—fly fishermen or my uncle hunting 

duck with dogs, retrievers that were trained to get the duck and bring it back. Because my family was originally 

Southern, they valued this sort of manorial hunting tradition, and part of that was to be a good amateur naturalist. 

We had many natural history books in the house, like the Peterson Field Guides. And those were my first teachers. 

When I was ten, I knew the names of great natural history artists like Louis Agassiz Fuertes and Edward Lear, who 

also wrote The Owl and the Pussy-Cat. I was very interested in Charles R. Knight, who reconstructed prehistoric 

beasts. His reconstructions ended up in King Kong. So, I was a nerd and I felt great pride in being able to identify 

birds, or animal tracks in the snow in our suburban area. 

 

 
 
La Madre, 2017, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, mounted on aluminum panel, 108 � 144 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Gagosian Gallery. Photo by Tom Powel. 

 

AR 

Whereabouts did you grow up? 

 

WF 

In Westchester County, New York. And when I was a teenager in the Hudson Valley, there were some little patches 

of woods here and there, and places to swim and fish. But my father left when I was eleven and my mom had four 

kids in school. We were in a very affluent part of suburban New York without any money at all. I didn’t have things 

that a lot of other kids had. We didn’t go on skiing trips; we didn’t get on airplanes and go places, so I explored and 
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did what I could do in the local woods. I hitchhiked up to the White Mountains and went fishing. That was how I got 

by, and it didn’t cost anything. (laughter) 

 

AR 

What were you drawing and painting during that time? 

 

WF 

Even early on, I was making false Audubons, for my own pleasure. They were all fucked up. I would take a particular 

plate from the Audubon portfolio and amplify it in some weird way. Audubon painted a sparrow hawk with a 

sparrow. But I made a painting with a sparrow hawk sitting on top of a huge pile of sparrows because this was how 

Audubon went about shooting birds. He was insatiable. He shot birds off the deck of ships. People say, “Oh, he shot 

birds because he was studying them.” No! He shot them without collecting them. He talks about raking them up into 

big piles on the beach and counting them, saying, “We had a great day, we shot 500 birds today.” This idea of him as 

a conservationist is bullshit; it’s something we put on him. He was just thinking like any frontiersman. 

 

AR 

Yes, our ideas of conservation have evolved a lot since Audubon in the late nineteenth century. 

 

You mentioned California, and the very impressive lions of North Africa. Flipping through some of your paintings, I 

sense that you are interested in a dialogue between East and West. I am writing a book about the very first 

expedition that went from the Americas to Asia and back in the middle of the sixteenth century. I find many echoes 

of that history in your paintings. How did the Asian part of your repertoire come to be? 

 

WF 

The Portuguese and Spanish presence there. 

 

AR 

Yeah. Magellan and his men were the first to go from Europe to Asia by way of the Americas during the famous 

circumnavigation voyage that was completed in 1522. The few men who returned to Europe had to do it the long 

way, by rounding India and Africa. It would take several tries before the Spanish living in the Americas were able to 

go across the Pacific and also get back through the Pacific. 

 

I am intensely interested in these exchanges between East and West. California was part of the return voyage—every 

year, these galleons went from Acapulco to the Philippines and then returned via the North Pacific along the coast of 

California. Some of the people in California that you mentioned having fun with the grizzlies, and their ancestors, 

had access to Chinese pottery and silks or Indian cotton fabrics, et cetera. 

 

WF 

Well, that’s exactly the stuff I’m fascinated with. Because in these moments of exploration and trade, not only 

artifacts and goods are exploding on the scene but animals as well. I made a painting titled The Loss of the Lisbon 

Rhinoceros (2008). In the early sixteenth century, the Portuguese got this Indian rhinoceros, put it on a ship, and 

brought it to Europe. It was unloaded in Lisbon and displayed for a bit. Somebody made a small drawing of it. Then 

the rhinoceros was put back on the ship and sent to Pope Leo as a gift. Leo already had an elephant, Hanno.  

Anyhow, the ship with the rhinoceros on board sunk in the Mediterranean. Albrecht Dürer had gotten ahold of the 

sketch and a description of the animal and made a fanciful print of it. I did a painting based on Dürer’s image. Dürer 
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had heard that the Indian rhino appeared to be armor-plated. His interpretation was to look at lobsters and 

crustaceans—exoskeletons—and create a rhinoceros that had carapaces. It’s ironic that the animal drowned and then 

emerges as this immortalized image, the only rhinoceros image people in Europe have for the next 300 years. It looks 

like the Creature from the Black Lagoon. 

 

AR 

A cross between a lobster and a rhinoceros. 

 

WF 

The moment that this animal becomes art history is the moment it dies, as it’s sinking beneath the waves. So that’s 

the painting I made, the moment of immortality for this animal. 

 

What I’m trying to say is that at the first moment of transcontinental exposures and interactions, animals came along 

with the silks and spices and all the rest. They became traded in the same way—and yet they’re beings. They’re not 

cultural objects. They’re beings with internal lives, their own ideas for the future, or whatever the hell that rhinoceros 

was experiencing on the deck of that ship. 

 

 
 
Rhinoceros by Albrecht Dürer, drawing, 1515. 
 

AR 

You also lived in Asia for a while, correct? 

 

WF 

In 1995, my wife got a fellowship to study tantric art in India. We had a one-year-old child, but we said, “What the 

hell; we’ll go.” It was a traveling fellowship for six months, so we traveled all over India, living in guesthouses. We 

then settled in Varanasi and really studied the place. My daughter’s first words were in Hindi—she had playmates 

along the Ganges on the ghats. 
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During the first three months, I didn’t understand what I was seeing. I would lose my temper. I would become 

impatient, harried. You know, people are coming up all the time: What is your good name? How much does that 

watch cost? Where are you staying? I was like, Please leave me alone. I thought I was going to be invisible and take 

National Geographic photographs in my mind. I didn’t realize that the minute I showed up in a small Indian village, 

everybody would be crowding around us. Most people were very kind and giving, others were trying to sell me 

something, and there was rarely hostility. But total confusion on my part. I was so unenlightened, so unable to 

manage, and so foolish in many of my interactions that I just became completely humbled. 

 

Then, by the last three months, giving in to the whole flow of it, I had a wonderful time. I no longer wanted to change 

India. (laughter) I was like, there’s a billion people here and they’ve been here for thousands of years. They are the 

only people I can think of on this planet who have an ancient, continuous, complex, urban culture that hasn’t been 

broken completely. Nobody wears a toga in Rome, there are no Pharaohs left in Egypt, but in India, they’re doing 

puja on a ghat in a way that the Buddha would recognize. So I was like, I’ve got something to learn here. 

 
 

 
 
The Loss of the Lisbon Rhinoceros, 2008, watercolor, gouache, pencil, and ink on paper, in three panels, total: 98.25 � 148.25 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Kasmin Gallery. 

 

AR 

One of the things that I’ve become quite fascinated by in India is that it is one of the two places where coconuts were 

domesticated. Coconuts originated around India. Their other place of origin is the Pacific, around Southeast Asia, 

and yet these Pacific coconuts show up on the American continent. At least by 1515 when the Spanish 

conquistadores— 

 

WF 

Wow. The same time this rhino was on the move, actually! 

 

AR 

Yeah. (laughter) So how do we interpret that? How come the first conquistadores are already running into Asian 

coconuts on the Pacific coast of Panama? One theory is that they were transported by Polynesians a couple of 
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centuries earlier. Coconuts were like the Swiss Army knife of Pacific colonization. I mean, from coconuts you get 

water, flesh, alcohol, you can make utensils, thatch for houses, timber, et cetera. I read a chronicle about the 

Philippines—where coconuts have been around for 20,000 years—that describes an entire ship made of coconuts, 

including the sails. The cargo of rugs was also made out of coconuts, and the provisions for the crew were coconuts. 

One tree made the entire ship, the cargo, and the provisions. 

 

Anyway, while you’re more focused on animals and plants, the natural world of India, or Asia more broadly, has a 

way of diffusing and showing up in other parts of the world. 

South America is another interest of yours, right? 

 

WF 

Yes, but I’ve never been there. I sometimes paint pictures of places I haven’t traveled to, and many of those have to 

do with misapprehension, armchair knowledge, and getting it wrong; a type of arrogance of the Westerner.  

One obsession I had over the last couple of years was making many pictures of a female black panther who escaped 

from the Zürich Zoo in the 1930s. She had been put in a cage with a male, and the next day she was injured, so they 

suspected that the cats had gotten into some aggression with each other. So, they put her in a different cage, but she 

found a narrow vent, squeezed through it, and was gone. This was in October, and throughout the winter, they didn’t 

know where she was. She is a tropical cat, and this was the snow-covered Alps in the dead of winter! Finally, at the 

end of December a farmer found her under a barn and shot her for food. It was during the Depression, and right 

before the Second World War. I made paintings that broke down the panther’s first week, second week, third week, 

and so on. I tried to imagine what she was doing to survive. They didn’t find dead livestock, but she was sighted 

everywhere in Europe: people in Spain saw her, in France; she was everywhere. She was in the newspapers and 

people came to the zoo just to look at the empty cage.  

 

AR 

Wow. 

 

WF 

I got this story from a zookeeper’s manual called Wild Animals in Captivityby a guy called Heini Hediger. He was the 

zookeeper in Zürich after the war. This is the kind of story I’m looking for, right? More than likely, the tropical cat 

came from India, but it could also come from Africa. We don’t know, and melanistic changes happen in jaguars as 

well. There’s this whole cultural displacement narrative you could apply to the escaped cat. And then the sort of 

#MeToo aspect, where she’s getting away from this abusive male. If you anthropomorphize this cat, the story 

becomes really rich. So I started painting her from all different points of view. I painted one where I imagined a child 

walking to school through a snowstorm, knowing the cat was out there somewhere. What would that vision be? 

Sometimes our programmed fear of wild things overwhelms us. In other instances I painted the cat from her own 

point of view. Because they never found a track, in many of the pictures I had her floating above the snow, making 

her into a magical spirit. And thinking of the farmer who cooked and ate her, I made pictures of campfires and had 

her climb the smoke to get out of this realm of human bullshit. She’s leaving on the smoke. I’m interested in a sort of 

magical realism. 

 

AR 

You often dwell on our sad tendency to anthropomorphize animals. I’m wondering if you have a sliding scale of the 

most abused and the least abused animals. 
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WF 

The point of the project, which is so engaging, is to shift the point of view. Just like you shift the camera angle in film 

and allow for different protagonists’ perspectives. My idea is that this is a giant project that I’m working on, and that 

the point of view is sometimes the animal’s, sometimes the anthropomorphizing human’s, or sometimes a complete 

dream, a sort of hypnagogic message I got. 

 

Robert Thurman, the Buddhist scholar, said to me that my ego had no participation in the work I was making, that 

this was an incarnation I was in, where the animals have stories that they need to tell and were telling them through 

me. He said that when he looks in the eyes of the animals that I painted, he knows that he’s being communicated to 

in a way that had nothing to do with an artist’s intention. And I just have to give over to this. 

 

So I made quite a few paintings that were absolutely trying to honor what Thurman said. There’s one of a gorilla 

brought over as an infant in the Graf Zeppelin from the Belgian Congo in 1929. This meant that her family was killed 

for sure because there’s no real way to capture a baby gorilla without killing the mother and father. She ended up 

living many, many years in the United States. I painted a picture of her riding over in a first-class cabin on the 

zeppelin, and I wrote text that was trying to channel her. She says things like, “I no longer feel like biting. The people 

here have flat faces, the color of tongues.” She’s observing. “They offer food to me, much of it soft and sweet, and 

watch me while I eat it.” Just these things that she’s seeing, and she has this flat delivery of a traumatized child 

soldier. Like somebody who has been through so much at such a young age that she’s just going along, like, I’m 

gonna live. I’m breathing. That’s it. I’m not investing in this… But she does remember going through the forest with 

her mother. I was moved by this project—it was something that was given to me by Robert Thurman’s POV instead 

of my own. 

 

AR 

Point of view is a very powerful way to look at the world. 

 

WF 

I know that you are also after the kind of history that I like: you are looking for the thing that people haven’t noticed, 

the overlooked minutia that leads to some huge discovery. Susie, the Graf Zeppelin gorilla, lived to be about forty in 

the Cincinnati Zoo. That’s it—a few sentences in some magazine article I read, you know? But I’m like, What does 

that mean? Jesus, what a journey! What was her life like? This is the beginning of a huge story for me. 
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The Graf Zeppelin, 2014, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 41 � 59.75 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and and Kasmin Gallery. Photo by Elisabeth Bernstein. 

 

 
 
Flucht, 2018, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 60.5 � 83.5 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Vito Schnabel. Photo by Tom Powel. 

 

AR 

It’s amazing how we tend to compress and reduce an entire life to a single moment or episode and completely erase 

everything else. You have this universe that you’re working in, and, I mean, it is endless—animals, plants, and 

humans, forever and ever, around the world. And you’ve laid out for us a couple of approaches to this. I’m curious if 
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you have a sense of whether there are other approaches you’ll be discovering as you go along, or do you already see 

some of them? How has your own experience within this universe evolved over the years? 

 

WF 

Yeah, it’s evolved a lot. Recently, I got interested in this regional thing. I had a show in St. Moritz, Switzerland, with 

my black panther paintings. While in the exhibit, you saw this black panther moving through the snowy Swiss 

mountains in my paintings. But when you looked out the gallery window, there were the Swiss mountains covered 

with snow. What was outside was inside. I did the same with the show in California—in my paintings are these lurid 

sunsets and then you look out the window, and there’s a lurid sunset. And all the palm trees… There were even 

wildfires happening during the show. So that’s a recent development for me to have my shows about a particular 

place scheduled in that particular place.  

 

AR 

Grounding everything in a particular place and set of people is usually a very good approach. 

 

WF 

I’m working with Max Hetzler and Gagosian, big galleries, and also museums. I’ll do a show at the Morgan Library. I 

worked in the Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature in Paris, which is housed in a beautiful old building in the Marais. 

It’s full of antique guns and paintings about the noble pursuit of hunting with hounds and horses, and the chase, this 

kind of thing. All tied to the aristocratic hunting tradition. So, I made a show subverting this—a hunt gone wrong. 

 

In the eighteenth century, aristocrats tried to hunt for this animal that didn’t even exist, it was called the Beast of 

Gévaudan. There were some wolf attacks in the mountains in the south of France. When the flocks would get 

attacked by wolves, some of the casualties were shepherdesses and it became sensationalized in the press. We’re 

talking about right before the French Revolution. Somebody reported that a beast had been killing these young 

women, and there were prints of the victims with their breasts falling out of their blouses, being attacked by a 

monstrous black shaggy beast that was somewhere between a hyena and a wolf. It was enormous, like ten feet tall, in 

the drawings. 

 

I decided that the beast was real, because the fear was real. The beast outlived the aristocrats and the peasants and 

everybody else in the story. My show included a sexy peasant girl, an aristocrat with a gun, and the Beast—and all 

their interactions. Things went badly for the hunter. At one point, the girl allies herself with the Beast; they both have 

green glowing eyes. And that’s before the Revolution, you know. Like, she’s gonna kill the aristocrat, too. At one 

point, the aristocrat is having sex with her while the beast is jumping out of the forest to get them both. The roles are 

shifting; the power is shifting. We hung my paintings in with the older artifacts, so they could communicate with 

each other, which was the point. This show worked really well and I decided I would do more of that kind of thing. 
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Woche Zehn, 2018, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 22.75 � 30 inches.  

Images courtesy of Vito Schnabel. Photos by Tom Powell. 

 

 
 
Woche Drei, 2018, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 22.75 � 30 inches. 
Images courtesy of Vito Schnabel. Photos by Tom Powell. 
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Woche Eins, 2018, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, 22.75 � 30 inches. 
Images courtesy of Vito Schnabel. Photos by Tom Powell. 

 
 
AR 

What about the pandemic we live in? I wonder if that will have any impact on your approach. 

 

WF 

I’m definitely getting a lot of work done in quarantine. (laughter) Generally, I don’t like responding to current events 

as much as to history. History comments on current events in its own way. I do realize there’s escapism in this for 

me. As a kid, I used to love to watch King Kong and get lost in the jungle and see Tyrannosauruses and other 

prehistoric animals. If I could get in a time machine, it wouldn’t be to see the future but to see the past. The pandemic 

is too in my face right now. I don’t have anything to say about it. 

 

AR 

Well, the kinds of questions that we ask from the past are guided by the stuff that is happening in the present. So my 

guess is that after the fires in California, the hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico, and the epidemics everywhere, we will 

be especially keen on learning about the natural world, environmental history, the role of fires in the past, and so on. 

I mean, the past is so vast that we need to focus on something, and so even if you are not reacting to the present per 

se, you will be affected by the present in any case. 

 

WF 

You’re right. I did a painting called La Brea (2016). And it shows the animals that were sunk in the La Brea Tar Pits 

in— 

 

AR 

Los Angeles. 
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WF 

Yeah. I came up with a sort of horror movie scenario where they rise—their spirits covered with tar—and attack 

contemporary Los Angeles. Saber-toothed tigers, mammoths, and all of these animals, reappearing like a bad horror 

film. I painted a kind of epic painting, in a similar format as the Charles Knight reconstructions of ancient LA, with 

the animals getting trapped in the tar pits. My friend Rick Ridgeway, an environmentalist and mountaineer, saw an 

allegory in the painting about the futility of using fossil fuels. He was like, “They are made of tar, fossil fuel, rising out 

in revenge, to destroy the world.” There’s very strong evidence that this was the first mass extinction brought on by 

people, that this megafauna was flourishing in North America until humans arrived over the land bridge. As soon as 

people show up, you find skeletons with— 

 

AR 

Spears. 

 

WF 

Yes—spearpoints in them. So, we’re pretty sure that our actions destroyed these animals. Rick called it my 

environmental Guernica (laughter). I just feel a sense of dread seeing tar seeping up from the ground. You feel the 

ground trembling. I’ve always felt uneasy in LA for this reason. So I can’t strictly say that I don’t respond to current 

events… There’s a reason why I’m reading the things I’m reading. Like with your book—when you came across 

references to the enslavement of Native Americans rather than West Africans, you knew that this was a really 

important story to tell. 

 

 
 

Studio view of La Brea, 2016, watercolor, gouache, and ink on paper, in three panels, total: 60.5 � 35.5 inches.  

Courtesy of the artist and Gagosian Gallery. Photo by Christopher Burke. 
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AR 

You’re right. And yes, the megafauna of the Americas disappeared because of the actions of humans moving into this 

previously unpopulated continent and also because of climate change, another theme from the present that resonates 

strongly with us and guides what we want to know about the past. Are there artists from the past you particularly 

look up to in terms of storytelling? 

 

WF 

You know, the big moment for me as a student, when I realized I wanted to paint narrative pictures, was seeing 

Giotto’s frescoes of the life of Saint Francis of Assisi. 

 

AR 

Now that you are a successful painter with lots of demands on your time, I wonder how you balance your need to 

work with the need to go back to the natural wellspring, so to speak, to keep the flame alive? 

 

WF 

I’ve structured my life in such a way that I spend as much time as I can in the studio. I don’t say yes to very many 

things, and I sort of dropped out of most activities having to do with the art world. Of course, now there aren’t any 

because of the pandemic. With me, it’s like I stare at the picture for hours, then get up and paint for hours. Then stare 

at the picture for hours and then get up and paint for hours. Not the most interesting life. And very solitary. 

 

As far as going into nature, I spent a couple of months in Maine this summer on an island. I’m very fortunate that, 

because I can sell my pictures, I have the means to leave and go somewhere beautiful for a while and just hike in the 

woods and swim and recharge. Where I was living this past summer, there are bald eagles everywhere, porpoises, 

seals, and huge schools of fish that make you think of the descriptions from the past when they talked about walking 

across the backs of the fish. This part of Maine is still like that. 

 

I’m sixty years old and it feels good to just go to the studio. Delacroix said, If you’re really going to be a savage in 

your studio, you have to have your meals served on time. He believed in a bourgeois existence for the artist, to give 

him the freedom to not be bourgeois in his head. It’s important to remove the obstacles between me and the work, if 

possible. A long time ago I read an interview with Gabriel García Márquez, where he described his day. And I was so 

envious, because I was still a poor carpenter at the time, having to work full-time and having only the weekends to 

paint. He said, “I get up early in the morning, and everyone knows not to bother me until lunch. I write until one 

o’clock and when I come out my wife and friends are there and we all sit around the table and we eat and drink. Then 

we take a nap, and in the afternoon, I work a little more.” Or you read about Nabokov living on the top floor of a hotel 

in Switzerland and having nothing in the way of the work, you know? Not having the minutiae of everyday life take 

over. Nabokov just put them on his wife, Vera. And with Márquez, it sounded like the same. Somebody’s making 

lunch. 

 

AR 

Yeah, exactly. 

 

WF 

Artistic freedom has its costs. I always think I’m going to lose everything, and I’m like, Oh, shit, I’m too old to be a 

carpenter now. I don’t know why, but I can default to anxiety so fast. 
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AR 

I think it’s aging. It’s hard to imagine becoming something else at a certain point. 

 

WF 

You put all the chips on that one square. You don’t have another game. 
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‘I find myself making growling noises 
while I’m painting’ 
 
An interview with Walton Ford 
 
THOMAS MARKS 
OCTOBER 24, 2018 
 

	  
 
La Dernière Image (detail; 2018), Walton Ford. Courtesy the artist and Kasmin Gallery 

 
The American artist is well known for his large-scale watercolours of birds and beasts. His current exhibition at 
Kasmin Gallery, New York, reimagines the life and times of the Barbary lion, which became extinct in the wild during 
the 20th century. 
 
What first drew you to the Barbary lion? 
 

I became aware of its existence quite a while ago, and I made some paintings that had this lioness as their subject. 
They’ve recently declassified the Barbary lion as a distinct sub-species of lion, which is more of biological than 
cultural interest – my interest in it is cultural. It was a lion that lived not in sub-Saharan but in North Africa, in the 
Atlas Mountains in what is now Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia. This was the lion that the Romans would have used in the 
Colosseum, and it later became the sort of go-to lion for zoos and menageries in Europe, because it was just across 
the Mediterranean. 
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Because of the colder climate than sub-Saharan Africa, it had a gigantic mane and a lot of black belly fur. It was a 
magnificent animal – the type of lion you see the most in art, in Rubens paintings, in Delacroix, in French Romantic 
sculptures… any time you see a lion in front of a library it’s probably been patterned after one of these North African 
lions. The MGM lion was more than likely one of them. 
 

 
 
Mvnera (2018), Walton Ford. Courtesy the artist and Kasmin Gallery 

 
I’m interested in how wild animals, rather than domestic animals, become a part of human culture. We’re almost like 
stalkers of a lion like this, the poor animal. We became obsessed with the fierceness, the ferocity, and the noble look 
of a lion to such a degree that this animal was driven to extinction in the wild. By the 1960s there were no more lions 
in North Africa. 
 
In your previous paintings of lions, the animal has often looked tragic, vulnerable – as in The Far Shores of 
Scholarship [2003] or The Royal Menagerie at the Tower of London – 3 December 1830 [2009]. But in some of the new 
paintings, the one that reimagines the Great Leipzig Lion Hunt, for example, the lion seems to be lording it over its 
human surroundings… 
 

I’ve done more pathetic lions. I have a few different moods and modes in the show – and I wanted to move beyond 
clichés from popular culture, like the idea of the cowardly lion. In 1913 a circus was coming into Leipzig and the lions 
were being transported in a carriage – it was an old caravan style circus. It was a foggy night and the cage was hit by 
a streetcar, and eight lions escaped and were wondering around the streets of Leipzig in the fog. 
 
In the popular press they would have imagined the lions attacking the horses, you know, and attacking people 
immediately, as if they’re just programmed to destroy everything around then. But these were wild animals and 
when they got loose they were probably wandering around just trying to figure out what to do, where to go or how 
to be safe. They’re not usually in a mode of man-eating. 
 
The bowler hat on the ground is surreal – like something left over from Magritte. 

 
I found a contemporary image of the escape, a painting that showed the lions bursting forth from the cage, with men 
running for their lives and their bowler hats flying off to accentuate the drama. But I wanted a decidedly undramatic 
moment, to show the curiosity and timid confusion of these lost lionesses, which don’t know where to go or what to 
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do, and don’t know what they’re seeing. I imagined one of the hats that had been left behind: the lions approach it 
like a strange object, like a turtle or something. 
 

 
 
Leipzig 20 Oktober 1913  (2018), Walton Ford. Courtesy the artist and Kasmin Gallery 

 
Is the cityscape in that painting a change of direction for you? 

 
Absolutely. For this show I decided to do proper exhibition watercolours. In the past my largest source of inspiration 
has been more taxonomic natural history imagery, where you have a specimen against a white sheet of paper – you 
might have a low horizon background but generally you’re trying to show the animal off to best advantage in either a 
profile or a sort of three-quarters view, as a more-or-less scientific illustration. For this show I was more interested in 
a painterly mode, and getting into these spaces and these environments. 
 
Another work, Un Homme qui Rêve, imagines Eugène Delacroix devoured by a lion. How far have you been 
consumed by your subject? 

 
You do go into character, in a way, when you do these. Because they’re narrative pictures, you really live inside them 
while you’re making them. I find myself making growling noises while I’m painting. 
 
I was thinking about how Delacroix went to North Africa when he was a young man, in his 30s, and then for the rest 
of his life painted Arab subjects in his studio in Paris based on his sketch books from that time. I wanted to imagine 
Delacroix devoured by his subject matter – and by all the clichés of orientalism, too. 
 
Bill Buford has previously suggested that in your work you project yourself into a world that didn’t yet have a 
camera. Does that hold true for these paintings? 

 
I’m no longer consumed with the idea of pre-photography. The final painting I worked on is about the last 
photograph of a North African lion in the wild, taken by a guy called Marcelin Flandrin, who was a photographer in 
Casablanca and became one of the pioneers of aerial photography. He was in a plane going from Casablanca to 
Dakar, and saw a lion walking in a canyon down below him, and he took a photograph of it, which he sold as one of 
his postcards. The last painting for the show has the bi-plane passing over this Barbary lion, and all of Flandrin’s 
exotic, orientalist postcards are fluttering down from the aeroplane, including the photo of the last Barbary lion. It’s 
an impossible scene but it makes a lot of sense to me. 
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Un Homme qui Rêve  (2018), Walton Ford. Courtesy the artist and Kasmin Gallery 

 
The thing is, the lion doesn’t give a fuck about whether he’s a star, or whether he’s the MGM lion, or whether he’s 
this human symbol of nobility, he’s just driven from his homeland, being killed and being imprisoned and driven to 
extinction… There’s nothing in it for the lion being a superstar of human culture. 
 
Do you see your art as a type of conservationism? 

 
I don’t like to riff from the headlines. I’m really interested in history: I paint in a sort of 19th-century style so I find 
myself painting about the 19th and early 20th century a lot. I don’t want to do a painting of a turtle with a fishing net 
on it – I can’t change anybody’s mind by making paintings that talk about contemporary concerns. 
 
It’s unusual to use watercolour on this scale – and few contemporary painters use it at all. Is it an anachronistic 
medium? 

 
I was going to use that word. I think there’s an enormous amount of resonance with this medium when it comes to 
my subject matter: it’s the traditional way to portray an animal from the moment, when you’re in the presence of it. 
The first real natural history painting is the wild hare that Dürer painted in 1502 – and it’s painted in the exact same 
way that I’m painting my paintings, except that it’s better. 
 
There’s something visceral and wonderful about an animal that’s painted life size, that’s sort of in the room with you 
– as in Audubon’s watercolours. Animals never look the way we expect them to – when we go to the zoo we’re like, 
holy shit, look at the size of that thing, or look at how weird it is, or how it moves. The actual scale of an animal is 
always a bit of a surprise. I want to capture that: if I paint an elephant or a lion, I want to put it in the room with you 
and fill your field of vision with it. I want to make paintings that defy the photographic ability to reproduce them. I 
was recently in Venice and saw the big Tintoretto Crucifixion, in which all the figures are slightly larger than life. The 
only way to see them is in person: you can’t really have an opinion about Tintoretto unless you’ve been to Venice. 
 
Audubon kept specimens of birds that he pinned into poses before painting them. Do you have a natural history 
collection? 
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Not really. There’s a mixture between a 19th-century studio and a very 21st-century approach. I have animal skulls: a 
few feline skulls, a few canine skulls, and a domestic cat skeleton, which is helpful for all of this, as well as some 19th-
century death masks from Paris – there’s one of a big cat and one of a bear. I have plasters from the great 
animal sculptor, Bayre, who was really good on anatomy, and some pretty detailed little models of big cats by a 
contemporary Japanese maker. And I have a large collection of plastic animals. 
 
What about taxidermy? 

 
The Museum of Natural History here in New York City has some of the finest taxidermy that was ever executed. The 
people who worked there were sculptors of the highest calibre, and they would basically make a beautiful sculpture 
of an animal that was anatomically precise, and then work the skin over that. They’re not stuffed in the style of 
upholstery, they’re properly mounted in gorgeous poses. I go to the museum and sit and do drawings, or to the zoo 
and take photographs. And then I sit in front of the computer and do Google image searches like crazy, but only after 
I have plenty of three-dimensional information. I never take a photographic image and paint it: I always create my 
own poses from a rough sketch and then try to find material that can help me make that. 
 
For something like fur detail – the way that fur grows on the face of a lion is quite complex – I go to the Museum of 
Natural History and stand in front of the diorama and draw it, then keep that drawing in my files. Photos never really 
show fur properly – they blur it out for whatever reason. 
 
Do you have any pets? 

 
As a child I had masses of pets – lots of wild animals that I caught. I grew up in the Hudson Valley, and as a teenager 
one year I worked on a road crew that was clearing bush for the water department along the road. I used to bring a 
pillowcase to work to catch something called a pilot black snake – a huge constrictor – and I brought one home and 
kept in my closet for the summer. I fed it rats, and then let it go in the fall. 
 
My mom never knew what I was going to bring home. I raised a few wild birds: the birds that I brought home flew in 
and out of my room for an entire season, before I took them back to where I found them and let them go. There were 
always animals around, but right now I don’t have any – the responsibility is too much. 
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Walton Ford: Twenty-First-Century 
Naturalist 
 
Walton Ford is never interested merely in the natural world, but in the way humans have 
documented, exploited, and repurposed it, and how these species have been mythologized, even 
as most of them have disappeared from the wild. Ford makes paintings of paintings of animals. 
 
LUCY JAKUB 
DECEMBER 16, 2018 
 

	  
 
Walton Ford, La Dernière Image, 2018. Walton Ford / Kasmin Gallery. 
 
Looking at the paintings of Walton Ford in a book, you might mistake them for the watercolors of a nineteenth 
century naturalist: they are annotated in longhand script, and yellowed at the edges as if stained by time and voyage. 
Something’s always outrageously off, though: the gorilla is holding a human skull; a couple of parrots are mating on 
the shaft of an elephant’s penis. In his early riffs on Audubon prints, Ford painted birds mid-slaughter: his American 
Flamingo (1992) flails head over heels after being shot with a rifle, and an eagle with its foot in a trap billows smoke 
from its beak (Audubon, in search of a painless method of execution, tried unsuccessfully to asphyxiate an eagle with 
sulfurous gas). 
 
Ford is never interested merely in the natural world, but in the way humans have documented, exploited, and 
repurposed it, and how these species have been mythologized, even as most of them have disappeared from the wild. 
Walton Ford makes paintings of paintings of animals. 
 
Since the 1990s, Ford has been retrospectively caught up in the nineteenth century’s obsession with nature, back 
when the mountains were crawling with lions, and the sky was full of birds. I, too, love the artifacts of that obsession, 
the attempted anatomical precision, the charmingly weird field notes. The vicarious thrill of imagining seeing a 
species for the first time. Yet it’s impossible to look at such images today without also seeing their cost: the greedy 
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appropriation of exotic species and cultures, the rush for profit, and the careless underestimation of our ability to 
annihilate entire populations of creatures we claim to revere. These contradictions are not lost on Ford. He has 
mastered the lush aesthetic and technique of his predecessors (though he works from taxidermy at the American 
Museum of Natural History and photos on the Internet) but puts the absurdity and folly—and the sex and the 
violence—back into an otherwise sanitized genre. 
 

 
 
Walton Ford, Nila, 1999-2000. Walton Ford / Kasmin Gallery. 
 
His new series “Barbary,” on display at Kasmin’s new gallery in Chelsea, is a study of the Barbary lion. Once native 
to the Atlas Mountains in North Africa, it now exists only in captivity, and its name was recently scrubbed from the 
taxonomic record, revised to the classification of subspecies in 2017. Though genetically similar to its cousins on the 
savannah and in Asia, the Barbary lion is distinguished by its large mane and solitary habits, adapted to its cold and 
barren home in the mountains (Ford likes to refer to the “cultures” of different populations). It was the lion known to 
the Roman, British, and French empires, and the one that MGM took as its dynamic logo—the king of beasts, which 
for all of Western civilization has embodied strength, courage, and nobility. But it’s a doubtful honor; as Ford has put 
it, “when humans become stalker/lovers of a certain animal, that animal is screwed.” 
 
Each painting in the series is based on an encounter, historical or imagined, between lions and people. Continuing a 
long preoccupation of Ford’s, these often have an overt anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist edge that is poignantly 
mirrored in the dynamic between humans and their animal conquests. Ford punctures Jean-Léon Gérôme’s 
sensational depictions of the Venatio in the Circus Maximus with MVNERA, which shows a lion cowering in the 
elevator shaft that brought animals into the arena. Eugène Delacroix, another artist whose paintings brought an 
Orientalist fascination to the cultures and wildlife of Northern Africa, gets his due as well. 
 
In “Barbary” Ford plays with light and atmosphere, no longer trying to create the illusion of an archived image; the 
watercolors are more like the frescoes he studied as an art student in Rome, and are some of his most realistic and 
immersive images yet. In the cavernous gallery, the five foregrounded lions are luminous and larger than life-size— 
suddenly, you realize you’re surrounded. In these scenes, Ford has stepped out of the perspective of the 
mythologizing human and into the experience of the lion, trying to think as an animal that’s been threatened, 
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captured, or brought to an unfamiliar environment might. Deliberately, the demeanors of his lions—anxious, 
contemplative, wary, curious—are antipodes of the qualities we associate with large predators. 
 
This empathy isn’t unprecedented in his previous work, though it has rarely cut through the irony so clearly. Many of 
Ford’s paintings are concerned with extinction; one of his most arresting images, Falling Bough (2002), is not of an 
individual animal but of a swarm of passenger pigeons on a log, falling from the sky. But local extinction is also on 
his mind, expressed in several gigantic paintings of the grizzly bear, which is extinct in California. In “Barbary,” he 
tells the story of wild animals that throughout history have been repeatedly thrust into human environments as 
spectacles, made into a trademark of our culture, until it’s the only place they exist. 
 
In the most captivating portrait in the series, Leipzig 20 Oktober 1913, three lionesses approach a bowler hat lying on 
the cobblestones of a misty, lamplit street. It’s a piece of history that could be a children’s book: a Barnum truck 
carrying eight circus lions was hit by a trolley in Leipzig, and the lions escaped into the night. Contemporary 
illustrations of the “Leipzig lion hunt” showed lions lunging ferociously at pedestrians and police, an exaggeration 
Ford finds ridiculous. He instead imagines a tranquil moment while the lions, disoriented but curious, could explore 
the city obscured by thick fog. Within four hours police had shot and killed six of them, and were photographed with 
the corpses as though they were hunters with trophies. Only two lions, which strolled into a hotel, survived their 
brief encounter with freedom. 
 

 
 
Walton Ford, Augury, 2018. Walton Ford / Kasmin Gallery. 
 
Some of the lions in “Barbary” still stand for larger forces. With Augury, Ford revisits one of his earlier paintings, 
The Royal Menagerie at the Tower of London (2009). In 1830, a lion held in the Tower was mauled by two Bengal 
tigers when a zookeeper left the door adjoining their cells open. The symbolism of the event, which was followed 
twenty-seven years later by the Indian uprising against the British East India Company in Meerut, is the sort of 
historical rhyme that Ford finds irresistible. But in the new version, he has frozen the moment that the lion, 
midlunch, realizes its cage has been infiltrated. The tigers peer through the hatch, teeth gleaming—two predators 
that never would have met in the wild. 
 
History is a bloodbath, but sometimes there’s catharsis in Ford’s retellings. His characteristic irreverence comes 
through in Un Homme qui Rêve. A magnificent male lion, its maw crimson, stands contemplatively over the 
scattered effects of a traveler, splayed notebooks and a box of paints. The title is taken from a line in Delacroix’s travel 
diary, “Un homme qui rêve et qui voit des choses qu’il craint de voir lui échapper,” expressing his anxiety that all he 
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had seen during his brief trip to Morocco in 1832 would fade from his mind—an anxiety that drove him to fill 
notebooks with sketches that he would later paint in Paris, including Lion Hunt (1860–1861) and many other studies 
of the Barbary lion. In Ford’s fantasy, the lions get the last word. In the sunset, the lionesses are just visible, finishing 
off their kill. Perhaps it’s only a coincidence that “Barbary” is in New York just as Delacroix has his landmark 
retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, but it’s an irony Ford must enjoy. 
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Walton Ford 
 
MAY 22, 2014 
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Walton Ford Is the Wes Anderson of the 
Art World: His New Show Opens at Paul 
Kasmin Gallery 
 
Paul Kasmin Gallery presents “Watercolors,” a new show by Walton Ford that is a return to form 
for the naturalist-inspired painter 
 
MARK GUIDUCCI 
MAY 7, 2014 
 

 
 
Photo: Courtesy of Paul Kasmin Gallery 
 
A Walton Ford painting can be like your favorite Wes Anderson film. Both are predicated on stylized nostalgia. Both 
are set in fantastical worlds that are at once wholly fabricated and yet entirely familiar. And both are also punctuated 
with the rare, shocking moment—usually in the form of violence or vulgarity—that can alternatively snap the viewer 
back to reality or take us further down the rabbit hole. 
 
Ford’s latest show, “Watercolors,” which opened last week at Paul Kasmin’s Tenth Avenue gallery, is no exception. 
There, the 54-year-old artist presents seven new monumental canvases that each center on an individual member of 
the animal kingdom, either historical or mythological, in large-scale drama. 
 
Of the historical variety, there’s Susie: the first female gorilla to visit the United States, riding high in a first class 
cabin of The Graf Zeppelin, which represents a transatlantic journey that actually took place in 1929. Next to her is a 
baboon called “Happy Jerry,” recounted in Adam White’s 1870 publication Heads and Tales as the first (and likely 
only) baboon to ever dine with King George IV, smoke a clay pipe, and sample the best selection of port in the royal 
residence, as the title Windsor, May 1829 suggests. In each picture, marginalia on the edge of the painting is written 
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from the primate’s point of view. 
 
Of the pictures with folkloric inspiration, The Tigress is perhaps the work of most staggering grandeur (it’s also 
rumored to be owned by Leonardo DiCaprio). At a full five-by-ten feet, it depicts a medieval anecdote about a fleeing 
poacher who distracts a mother tiger robbed of her cub by dropping reflective glass orbs in his wake. In Ford’s 
watercolor, those balls surround the poor animal like ominous bubbles, theatrically conveying her sense of hopeless 
frustration. Another painting, derived from a chapter of Aelian’s De Natura Animalium, describes a 60-foot snake 
that resides in the Phrygian countryside and mystically lures a ceaseless stream of prey into its mouth like a tractor 
beam. Ford cites Rhyndacus, as the serpent is called, as an allegory for the painter’s own addictive personality (he is 
two years sober). 
 
The show, on the whole, is a return to form for Ford. His last exhibition with Kasmin, which struck out from his 
naturalist style—one that has evoked endless comparisons to John James Audubon and drew upon King Kong in 
both subject matter (enormous, cropped in portraits of cartoon-like gorillas) and title, which quoted a line from the 
original 1933 film: “I don’t like to look at him, Jack. It makes me think of that awful day on the island.” Even calling 
this show “Watercolors” feels like Ford’s rededication to his longtime medium and perhaps also his artistic self after 
the past three years have seen him go through divorce and a return to sobriety. 
 
Which is perhaps why the opening party for Ford’s show last week felt like a homecoming. Paul Kasmin was abuzz 
with old friends, loyal collectors, the occasional familiar face (Marcus Wainwright), and even Ford’s own mother. 
That a celebration for so many fantasized watercolor beasts would continue late-night amidst the taxidermy of the 
Jane Hotel was only fitting. 
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Go Ape 
 
Artist Walton Ford discusses his new solo exhibition. 
 
FAN ZHONG 
APRIL 30, 2014 
 

 
 
 
Windsor, May 1829, 2014, by Walton Ford. Courtesy of the artist and Paul Kasmin Gallery. 
 
Susie, a gorilla with a lustrous black coat, is crossing the Atlantic en route to New York. It’s 1929, so she is traveling 
by zeppelin. In a well-publicized spectacle, she will be the first female gorilla ever to set paw on U.S. soil—and she 
looks bewildered, or lost, or maybe simply resigned to a long life of entertaining strangers. This is the scene in one of 
Walton Ford’s latest watercolor paintings, The Graf Zeppelin (2014), which will be on view in the artist’s solo 
exhibition opening at New York’s Paul Kasmin Gallery on May 1. 
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Ford’s depiction of the plight (and flight) of Susie is not only notable for its incredible backstory and adept rendering 
of a gorilla’s inner life, but for the painting’s stillness. From Ford, a realist painter of wildlife who borrows from 
natural history illustrators like James Audubon, we expect vicious wolves and killer birds and scaly crocodiles, 
choking and biting and beheading one another. “My traditional mode of working is with action-packed narratives,” 
Ford, 54, admits. “But my last show got me interested in doing portraits.” 
 
That would be a 2011 exhibition, also at Paul Kasmin, of enormous—i.e., “life” size—portraits of King Kong’s head in 
various states of fury and disappointment. “I wanted to expand on this idea of a good, simple portrait,” Ford says. 
“Animal activists anthropomorphize them in a way that allows you to understand their suffering. What I do is subtler. 
Susie, for example, is more numb than anything else—the kind of numbness that comes from too much sudden 
change.” 
 
About a year and a half ago, Ford’s friend Robert Thurman—father of Uma, founder of Tibet House and very public 
Buddhist—suggested to Ford that the artist must have been reincarnated so that he could act as a medium for the 
animal kingdom. “I thought it was crazy nonsense—at first,” Ford says. “But then I thought, What if I just went ahead 
and acted as if that were actually the case? The idea is still absurd, and insanely hubristic. But it gave me the 
permission to make these paintings.” 
 
Ford sells his paintings for millions of dollars to celebrity collectors like Daphne Guinness, Tom Ford, and Leonardo 
DiCaprio, but he has a prickly sense of humor about his status in the art world. “I don’t care about fine art,” he says, 
laughing. In fact, he has taken a half step further away by handwriting interior dialogue from the animals’ point of 
view directly onto several of the new paintings. The words can be artfully abstruse, but the format is not unlike that 
of a graphic novel (a medium he is planning to explore). “I was definitely inside the head of those animals,” Ford says. 
When he was making a painting of a mandrill named Happy Jerry who was brought from London to Windsor Palace 
in order to entertain King George IV, Ford recreated the day in his head: “So it’s six hours back and forth from 
London to Windsor; he would’ve had lunch with the king. Obviously, he wouldn’t stay overnight there. He would’ve 
gotten up early. They would’ve put a leather strap around his middle. How would you transport a mandrill? What 
would the ride feel like?” It sounds as though he is just getting going, but Ford cuts himself off. “I just thought if I 
could work through the process myself, then I might have actual insight into the mandrill,” he explains. “Otherwise, 
it’s just bullshit.” 
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WILD THING 
 
Walton Ford has become famous for monumental wildlife paintings that bring a primal kingdom 
indoors. As the artist embarks on the next chapeter of his life, his latest works reveal a new 
thoughtfulness–though nothing will tame his savage beasts. 
 
CLAIRE HOWORTH 
APRIL 29, 2014 
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Walton Ford 
 
DAVID FRANKEL 
FEBRUARY 2012 
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Man and Beast 
 
The narrative art of Walton Ford 
 
CALVIN THOMAS 
JANUARY 26, 2009 
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King of the Beasts 
 
In his life-size watercolors of animals, Walton Ford fashions allegories about the violence and 
destruction attending human civilization. 
 
FAYE HIRSCH 
OCTOBER 2008 
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ART IN REVIEW 
 
Tigers of Wrath Watercolors by Walton Ford 
 
BENJAMIN GENOCCHIO 
NOVEMBER 24, 2006 
 

 
 
Gibe at Richard Burton, explorer: “His Chaplain,” by Mr. Ford. 
 
With his prodigious skills as an illustrator, the naturalist artist Walton Ford has, over a relatively short time, 
produced a remarkable, at times repetitious but deeply reflective group of works on themes like colonialism, the 
tradition of naturalist illustration and the existence of animal species. 
 
The present show assembles more than 50 of his large-scale watercolors of birds, animals, snakes and lushly exotic 
flora, all produced since the early 1990s. Combining pathos and wit, artifice and honesty, they frequently depict 
moments in which a wild animal encounters human culture, often to its detriment. 
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Sometimes the threat is overt, as in pictures of animals and birds roped or wounded; in other images you merely 
sense that some horrible violence has occurred, or is about to happen. In "Thanh Hoang" (1997), a tiger has burst his 
bonds of captivity and is seen fleeing away into the forest, his tail flesh grazed and exposed and surrounded by 
buzzing flies. In "November 1864" (2005), an immense, angry-looking wild boar roars as its habitat burns. 
 

 
 
What big teeth you have, crocodile: deceptive animal harmony in “Buddha Purnima” (1998) by Walton Ford. 
 
Though wonderfully lucid and dramatic, the moralizing of these images can become a little tedious, as in "Dirty Dick 
Burton's Aide de Camp" (2002), in which a monkey represents Richard Burton, the 19th-century explorer, who 
apparently kept primates in his house in an effort to learn their language. The illustrator John James Audubon also 
comes in for some censure, for his practice of trapping and killing animals to study them; in one image he lies fallen 
in the snow as a golden eagle flies away, a trap still attached to its leg. 
 
But bashing old-school naturalists and scientists is not the only -- or chief -- preoccupation of this popular, prolific 
artist. He also imparts an environmental message, couched in terms of a lament for the irreversible loss when a sense 
of morality does not govern the treatment of animals.  
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Walton Ford at Paul Kasmin 
 
MICHAËL AMY 
OCTOBER 2005 
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Galleries – Chelsea 
 
WALTON FORD 
 
JUNE 4, 2005 
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A Naturalist Painter Evokes Legends of the 
Past 
 
JAMES PROSEK 
JANUARY 10, 2005 
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Not Only Watching, Painting and 
Sculpting, Too 
 
BENJAMIN GENOCCHIO 
FEBRUARY 14, 2004 
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Walton Ford 
 
Paul Kasmin 
 
MARTHA SCHWENDENER 
JANUARY 2003 
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Walton Ford 
 
GRACE GLUECK 
NOVEMBER 8, 2002 
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Walton Ford at Paul Kasmin 
 
EDWARD LEFFINGWELL 
JANUARY 2001 
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The Elephant Man 
 
He depicts nature like a master, but that’s not all that’s going on in Walton Ford’s work. 
 
DODIE KAZANJIAN 
MAY 2000 
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Inside the Watercolor World of Walton 
Ford 
 
MEG LINTON 
MAY / JUNE 1999 
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Animal Magnetism 
 
Walton Ford combines the beauty and precision of a nineteenth-century naturalist with a 
subversive, modern wit. 
 
DODIE KAZANJIAN 
JULY 1999 
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Walton Ford 
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Walton Ford 
 
Crosscurrents of seduction and repulsion in a revisionist Audubon milieu 
 
NEVILLE WAKEFIELD 
JUNE / JULY 1997 
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To Be a Pilgrim: Walton Ford 
 
JIMMIE DURHAM 
JANUARY 1992 
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